DATA LINK ASSESSMENT GUIDANCE
This document contains truncated guidance with screenshots.
For detailed Pearson assessment guidance, visit
https://docs.schoolnet.com/webhelp//200/pdfs/AA-UG.pdf
For assistance, contact Sean Hall at shhall@bcps.k12.md.us
Finding Test in Data Link (https://baltimore.schoolnet.com):
To find a test in Data Link, navigate to the Assessments menu on the left side of your screen;
this will open your Assessment Dashboard, which you can use to locate the test, using either
the Test name or ID in the Find a Test field and clicking on “Filter.” You can also search by
Grade Level, subject area, or tests you have recently viewed. Your results will appear below:

Clicking on the test name in the Assessment Dashboard will display the Test Detail screen:

Administering a Test: Online (NOTE: For grades K-2, only Grade 2 Module 4 should be delivered
online)
Ensure that students testing online can access the appropriate text to
respond to questions.
To take tests online, students access the same Data Link site
(https://baltimore.schoolnet.com). For online administration, students

will need the Online Passcode available to you at the top of the Test Detail page. They will be
prompted to enter this passcode before they are able to take the test.
Because City Schools uses single sign-on, you should not need to use the View Usernames function in
Data Link.
Administering a Test: Paper Tests
To administer paper tests, you will need to generate the Answer Sheets for students to fill in or write
their answers. To do this, click “Answer Sheets” from the Test Actions menu in the Test Details screen.
This will bring up the Answer Sheet Generator:

From the list that appears, click the checkbox next to each section’s answer sheets you would like and
click the Generate Answer Sheets button at the bottom of the screen:

The system will notify at the top right when your answer sheets are ready. Once you see the red
notification status, you can click on the bell and download the PDF files:

When printing, be sure to use the following guidance or answer sheets will not scan:
Only print answer sheets using Adobe Acrobat, do not print directly from Internet Explorer or Chrome.
For Adobe Acrobat Readers up to Version 9

For Acrobat Reader X and Beyond

1. Auto-rotate and center = checked

1. Size Options = Actual Size

2. Page scaling = None

2. Orientation = Auto Portrait/Landscape

You can also access the student test booklets (which contain the actual questions that students will
respond to) and your answer key and scoring instructions on the Test Details screen:

Scoring a test: Online
To score tests taken online, navigate to the Assessments Dashboard and, from the “Actions”
dropdown, click “Score” for available tests:



If you don’t see an Actions menu in the last column, your user permissions
are set up to see a different version of the dashboard; located the test and,
from the Test Detail screen, click “Score Test”:



The class assigned to the test should appear by default in the “Filter by” menu;
if not, navigate to the correct section:

Select the response or score for each item on students’ tests, click “Save Results” to load these
scores/responses to Data Link:

Scoring a test: Scanning paper answer sheets
Scanning workflow:
1. Before scanning, score any open response items directly on the answer sheets (or opt to enter
scores online after scanning):

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Collect the answer sheets into a neat stack
Make sure the scanner is turned on and connected to the computer where ScanIt is installed
Open ScanIt
Place the sheets in the scanner and start scanning
Review any scanning errors and confirm review

Detailed scanning steps:
 To scan bubbled-in student answer sheets, launch ScanIt from your home
screen in Data Link:



DO NOT LAUNCH SCAN IT FROM A DESKTOP APPLICATION ICON, only from
inside Data Link
You should be running version 11.0. If not, click the Download for Windows
link; you may need someone with administrator access or the ITD support
desk to assist with installation.





Place the answer sheets into the scanner’s feeder with the appropriate side facing up. Answer
sheets must all face the same direction as indicated by your scanner (upside down or face up).
NOTE: YOU MUST SCAN ALL PAGES OF STUDENTS’ ANSWER SHEETS.
Once you are ready, click “Start Scanning” to begin scanning student
answer sheets.



ScanIt will display your progress as you scan:



Once you have completed scanning, you may need to review any items ScanIt could not score, such
as multiple responses. You may need to review the student’s bubbled answer sheet. You can
indicate the intended answer or leave as is to score as scanned:



If the scanner cannot process answer sheets due to damaged paper, an invalid student ID or an
obscured bar code, the sheets are listed in the “Requires Manual Entry” pane in ScanIt.
o If possible, re-scan the sheet. Otherwise, navigate in Data Link to Assessments > Score
Responses to score manually. Alternately, locate a test, click its title and in the Test Detail,
click Score Test.
If you have a new student and manually bubbled in their Student ID, you may have to wait for the
student to appear in Schoolnet before you can scan their answer sheet.
To score Open Response items after scanning, you can use the Score Test feature (as shown above)
and click on the “By Manually Scorable Questions” to see all Open Responses to score:






Once you are ready to upload, click “Confirm Review.” Results will appear in Data Link immediately.

Viewing and analyzing student results in Data Link
To view assessment reports for your classes, Click on Reporting Dashboard
under Reporting:
The Reporting Dashboard
displays high-level details
on your students’
assessments, including
average score and percent
proficient.

You can view different sections using the dropdown menu next to your name:
Use the dropdown next to a test to select different reports to view:

You can also click on a test name to view the Test Summary and other reporting options:

Standards Analysis:
Item Analysis

Item Analysis:

Standards Mastery:

For assistance, contact Sean Hall at shhall@bcps.k12.md.us

